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Dust of life By Hùynh Anh Trần-Schroeder



We are called dusts of life, We are casualties of human strife, We are castaways from some night fever, Byproducts of away from home lonesome soldiers, Left behind tears from a war long forgotten, Whose presence are not always forgiven. But if, in this life, dust I am, And to ash I will be condemned, I want to be dust, Sitting on manuscripts, In reflection crypts, Benefiting from the wisdom of scholar. If I am to be dust, I want to be whirlwind dust, So I can travel near and far, Dust on dewdrops, in rainbows, So I can bathe in their glows, Dust in the glorious sunrise, To be in awe of the awakening paradise. If dust I am to be, Then free dust I will be, Dust reflecting the sunlight, On sand dunes by the sea, Dust in the moonlight, Cascading on streams, on rivers, Dust dormant, on buds, on flowers, To inhale heavenly fragrances, To rejoice in butterfly dances. If dust I am, And ash I will be, I want to be dust of glorious existence, And ash of blissful senescence. So, God , help me, Dreams to have, in myself to believe, So to be meaningful, so to be of substance, Even as a tiny particle in the universe sustenance . Huỳnh Anh Trần-Schroeder



http://aejjrsite.free.fr Magazine Good Morning 3 avril 2011 ©D.R. Hùynh Anh Trần-Scroeder
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efficiency and engine performance, but the timing of that spark is everything. Unfortunately, it also represents a moving target. When the engine is starting, the ...
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